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directed the manufacture,  and disposed of the finished
product.   The use of terms like merchant or middleman to
describe his position is misleading, since it tends to obscure
the importance of his function as the master of the various
groups of artisans engaged in the undertaking.     He was
primarily an employer of labour and an organizer of industry,
who was responsible for the whole series of technical opera-
tions now brought under a single control.    In other mediaeval
occupations there also developed, as a distinct entity, a class
of ' uncovenanted' labour, consisting of hired workers ex-
cluded from the privileged circles of the gild-brethren.    As
we have pointed out elsewhere l, the traditional picture of
the later Middle Ages does not correspond with the economic
realities.   The woollen and worsted manufactures, the build-
ing and other trades similarly constituted, covered too large
a sphere to be treated as exceptions to the general rule ; and
they show that the mediaeval industrial system is linked with
the modern by the continuity of the forces common to both.
All the industries which became prominent after the end of
the Middle Ages were based on the relationship of employers
and employed ; but though they greatly enlarged the body
of permanent wage-earners, they did not create it.
Capital-         Even the most rapid survey of the industrial scene in the
English     Age of Mercantilism discloses numerous other manufactures,
industry,   besides the woollen, which were managed on capitalist lines.
The career of Humphrey Chetham, one of the architects of
Manchester's greatness, indicates that early in the seventeenth
century prominent makers carried on substantial operations
in the cotton industry.    In the silk industry ' workmasters '
or silkmen were the employers of the silk weavers, and here
the modern factory system had its beginnings early in the
eighteenth century.   Capital for the development of a native
linen industry was provided by joint-stock companies.    In
the hosiery industry frame-work knitters often worked on
an employer's material and sometimes on an employer's
frame.   Nor was the capitalist system limited to the textile
industries.   Coal-mining was essentially a capitalist under-
taking in which not only the hewers but the transport
1 Supra, vol. i. 510.

